
QUATRIX luminaires can be 
fitted with a choice screens 
that can be customised with 
decorations or monograms 
upon request.

QUATRIX is also available  
in emergency models  
(QUATRIX EM/3P - QUATRIX A EM/3P).
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QUATRIX
design Roberto Fiorato



K model screens  
can be customised 
on demand with logos, 
signs and decorations.

Series of indoor/outdoor wall 
luminaires with different screens, 
also available with pictograms 
or customisations upon request 
(QUATRIX and QUATRIX K models). 
QUATRIX has a thick glass diffuser, 
internally painted for soft, even 
lighting.  
The screens, base and the bars that 
hold the glass in place are in  
die-cast aluminium.  
Models A, G and K are available 
with finishes that go well with 
natural materials.  
The simple and modern geometric 
shape, with colours sympathetic 
to traditional architecture make 
the QUATRIX an ideal choice for 
architecturally restored buildings, 
general area lighting, hotels and 
public buildings.
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UNIT WITH SCREEN
1A+1B = please order 2 codes

COMPONENTS

luminaire
screen

description colour code

          Cos φ 
lampholder W ILCOS colour class IP ß X Kelvin F ≥ 0,9 EEI code notes

If information about Kelvin degrees is provided, this means that the lamp is included.

Series of wall and ceiling mounting 
luminaires for indoor and outdoor use, 
comprising:
¬  Housing and cover frame made of  

diecast aluminium painted in metal  
satin grey finish

¬  Pressed glass cover internally painted 
to create an uniform and diffused light 
output

¬  Polymer gasket
¬  Low loss ballast for compact fluorescent 

versions

A screen can be installed between the 
cover and the cover frame which can 
be customised with signs or logos.
¬  Anodised aluminium screen, blue or 

grey finish
¬  Customised anodised aluminium 

screen, blue or grey finish

QUATRIX
E27 max 1x100 W IAA GR3 I IK05 0,70J xx3   006315 
Fluorescent - electronic ballast 220/240 V 50/60 Hz
G24q-2 2x18 W FSQ GR3 I IK05 0,70J xx3 006319 

QUATRIX EM/3P
Emergency - electronic ballast
GR10q 1x16 W FSS GR3 I IK05 0,70J xx3  A2÷A3 3007605 3

Shield BL4 000744
Shield GR4 000743
Coffee logo screen GR4 000968
Coffee logo screen BL4 000969
Woman logo screen BL4 000965
Woman logo screen GR4 000964
Food logo screen BL4 000971
Food logo screen GR4 000970
Man logo screen BL4 000963
Man logo screen GR4 000962
Man-woman logo screen BL4 000967
Man-woman logo screen GR4 000966
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QUATRIX
QUATRIX

u E27 max 1x100 W IAA

o E27 max 1x21 Dulux EL Longlife  max 1x23 PHILIPS PL-E

p 
p G24q-2 2x18 W FSQ

QUATRIX EM 3P

z GR10q 1x16 W FSS

A

B

A
B

83

83

55

80
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